MODEL D28313UXBK
Cool Touch Roto Fryer
2.2 Lb. Food Capacity (Oil - 1 Liter)

PATENTED ROTATING BASKET
Tilted rotating basket produces crispy and tastier results with only half the oil usage.

PATENTED EASY CLEAN OIL DRAIN SYSTEM
Forget dealing with messy, hot oil. This ingenious system makes draining and recycling cooking oil safe and easy. Simply open the door on the front of the unit and drain! Also includes oil-collecting container with retractable cup holder for easy draining and storage.

TWO REPLACEABLE FILTERS
Dual filtration prevents the release of oil vapors and odors into your kitchen.

ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT WITH INDICATOR LIGHT
Handy control allows you to set frying temperature from 300 to 370 degrees, giving you the flexibility to fry foods just the way you like them.

REMOVABLE DIGITAL TIMER WITH BELL

VIEWING WINDOW
Windowed lid allows you to monitor the cooking process safely.

EXTERIOR LIFT HANDLE
Basket can be raised or lowered with the fryer lid closed to prevent splattering.

SAFETY FEATURES
Non-slip feet keep fryer in place. Side handles make the unit easy to carry. Stay-cool exterior walls keep the fryer safe to the touch!

DETACHABLE CORD WITH PATENTED CONDENSATION SHIELD
For safer operation, the magnetic cord easily detaches from the fryer if accidentally pulled. This unique safety feature is designed with a patented condensation shield to prevent dripping onto the cord connection.

NON-STICK INTERIOR
Is easy-to-clean.
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